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The evolution of any sexually transmitted organism will
be influenced by prevailing epidemiological
interactions. The optimum strategy for an organism to
overcome treatment, either through drug resistance or
cryptic infections, depends upon whether the method for
identifying patients is passive (treating symptoms alone
favours asymptomatic organisms) or active (screening
favours resistant organisms). The use of mathematical
models of competing strains of infection allows
theoretical predictions for the outcome of evolution
under a range of assumptions about potential
phenotypes. The course of pathogen evolution has
implications for the success of interventions, but the
predictions presented need to be tested at the level of
the community in carefully monitored interventions.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

It is axiomatic that the current diversity of sexu-
ally transmitted infections is the consequence
of evolution. For any infectious organism this

evolution is profoundly influenced by the epide-
miological factors that constrain its environment.
The organisms within an infection interact with
one another and with the individual host.
Likewise, within the host population, infections
compete, altering their reproductive success.

For any organism, evolution is shaped by the
mechanisms that introduce variation into the
genome, the ways in which genes spread through
populations, and the challenges which limit
populations and thereby the success of different
genes. The sequence of bases in DNA and RNA
encoding the regulation and synthesis of enzymes
and structural molecules is the raw material for
evolution. On replication, molecular mechanisms
of base substitution and deletion, or recombina-
tion and reassortment, configure this genetic raw
material. Then, selection and neutral drift act to
determine the distribution of different sequences
in future generations. Chances for genetic recom-
bination, genetic drift, and natural selection are a
function of the population dynamics of organisms
and, for infectious diseases, population dynamics
is the main focus of epidemiology. The phase of an
epidemic plays many roles in controlling evolu-
tionary pressures, which will be explored here in
the context of sexually transmitted infections
(STIs).

As described elsewhere, an epidemic can be
divided into five phases characterising growth
and decline of a population of infectious
organisms.1 2 These are: phase I, the growth

period, as the invasion of a host population
occurs; phase II, the peak of the epidemic and
hyperendemic phase when no controls have yet
been imposed; phase III, a decline phase as
controls are introduced and take effect; phase IV,
a new endemic phase—that is, the steady state
prevalence and incidence when controls are
acting; and phase V, elimination, and potentially
eradication. These phases could be applied to the
global or local spread of an infectious organism.

By definition, STIs are caused by pathogens,
whose evolution is intimately tied up with the
diseases they induce, their ability to spread in
new hosts, and their response to immunity and
treatment. It is inevitable that when we consider
the relation between the evolution and epidemi-
ology of STIs we will be concerned with the phe-
notypes of the organisms (the actual expression
of the characteristics encoded by gene which is
influenced by both genes and the environment)
and how these phenotypes influence their repro-
ductive success. We can think of the pressures
imposed on the sexually transmitted infection at
each epidemiological phase in turn.

The founder effect will be important in phase I
when an infection enters a host population and
spreads with little competition.3 The founder
effect is defined as the establishment of a new
population by a few original founders, which
carry only a fraction of the genotypes of the
parental population.4 Particular genotypes will
become common because they were present when
the STI was introduced into the population. With
small local outbreaks, as are currently observed in
industrialised countries for bacterial STIs, there
will be repeated episodes where founder infec-
tions become common in particular locations
causing fluctuations in the common genotypes
within a community, country, or region. Likewise,
for infections within the host those organisms
present in the infecting dose may be a limited
subset of the infectious population allowing for
random shifts in the genes represented in the
pathogen population.

At a hyperendemic steady state (phase II),
saturation of the infection in the population has
occurred, when pre-emptive infection (or ac-
quired immunity) reduces the reproductive suc-
cess of each infection. It is in this phase that the
transmissibility of the infection and the ability to
persist in the individual host, avoiding acquired or
innate immunity, would be optimised. This will
generate and hone mechanisms to avoid the
immune defences of the individual host and the
host population. Examples of these mechanisms
are antigenic variation as observed in gonorrhoea,
chlamydia, and HIV,5–7 low levels of exposed anti-
gens as appears to be the case for syphilis,8 latent
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state in an immune privileged site with continual reactivation
as in the case of herpes simplex virus 2 (HSV-2),9 or minimal
contact with systemic immunity, as appears to be the case
with minimally invasive infections like human papilloma
virus (HPV).10 Competition at this endemic prevalence may be
particularly intense, especially if there is a group with a high
risk of acquiring and transmitting infection, as is often the
case for STIs, where continual re-exposure can occur for some
individuals. The ability to invade an already infected host
becomes a selective advantage in such circumstances, but
concomitantly it becomes an advantage for the original infec-
tion to prevent further infection.

The key measure for evolutionary fitness is the reproductive
success of the organism—that is, its representation in future
generations. Normally we measure the reproductive success
(the number of viable offspring) of the individual organism or
gene. However, in infectious disease epidemiology we can also
think in terms of the reproductive success of the infection, a
colony of related individuals, and the reproductive number
(Rt).3 The basic reproductive number (R0) is defined as the
average number of new infections arising from one index case
in an entirely susceptible population. The value of the
reproductive number at a given time t (Rt) determines
whether the related organisms are increasing (Rt > 1) or
decreasing (Rt < 1) their representation at that time. The basic
reproductive number, R0, applies only in the absence of density
dependent constraints—in phase I, the invasion of a suscepti-
ble population. The influences on the reproductive number, in
addition to the proportion of the host population susceptible,
consist of three main elements: the duration of infectiousness,
the pattern of contact within the host population, and the
likelihood of transmission on contact. An increase in duration
of infectiousness or transmissibility would increase the fitness
of a pathogen.

While it is possible to hypothesise about optimum
evolutionary strategies, the early academic consensus that
parasites should evolve to become benign illustrates the
potential pitfalls of such speculation. It was assumed that
increasing the longevity of the host would also improve the
fitness of parasites by maximising the parasites’ own
survival.11 However, this fails to take into account the potential
correlation between pathogenesis and virulence. (Virulence
has been defined differently across disciplines. To the clinical
microbiologist, virulence is the ability to invade the host,
causing disease; to the evolutionary biologist, virulence is a
measure of the organism’s ability to replicate.)

A trade-off is likely between the duration of infection and
infectiousness, which may be associated with severity of
disease.12–14 Biological explanations for the link between viru-
lence and pathogenicity have been explored and may include
increased replication, which increases pathogenicity but also
increases fitness in terms of the ability to withstand host
immune defences, and increased rates of transmission.15 16 The
level of disease associated with an infection will depend upon
this trade-off and the biological mechanisms damaging the
host.

Support for the earlier view was invoked from the severe
symptoms and high mortality observed for many emerging
infections, which then decline as the epidemic progresses. The
first recorded outbreaks of syphilis, caused by Treponema palli-
dum, in the 15th century involved severe symptoms and rapid
progression to death.17 Subsequently, disease progression has
slowed and symptoms reduced in intensity.18 The myxoma
virus strains, which cause myxomatosis in rabbits, were
released in Australia in 1950. The initial virus was associated
with a 90% fatality rate, but was soon supplanted by strains
with a lower fatality rate.9 12 In both cases an intermediate
level of virulence was maintained as the optimum in the trade
of between transmission and survival.

In the later phases of an epidemic (III, IV, and V) following
the introduction of interventions, very different selective pres-

sures will apply. The characteristics of an infection that allow
it to be targeted by an intervention become more significant,
and will be selected against. In the case of treatment, this
selective pressure could be for drug resistance or to avoid being
identified (that is, selection against the characteristics that
identify cases for treatment). Under the selective pressures of
an intervention, new optimum characteristics are selected for,
and the most successful organisms are likely to have a differ-
ent phenotype from those most successful in phase II.
Selection of traits such as drug resistance or asymptomatic
infections could compromise the organism’s ability to exploit
its host, avoid immunity, or be transmitted. For example, in
several organisms—including HIV, Escherichia coli, and Salmo-
nella typhimurium—drug resistance is associated with a
reduced rate of replication for some mutations; however, com-
pensatory mechanisms have been shown to evolve rapidly in
antimicrobial resistant viral and bacterial strains.20 21 If the
new organisms can compensate for the costs associated with
resistance or asymptomatic infection then they will re-
establish the phase II prevalence, causing the failure of the
intervention. However, it is likely that resistant or asympto-
matic infections are less transmissible and the new steady
state prevalence will be lower than that of phase II. If the
selection imposed by the intervention is sufficiently strong it
will drive the population of pathogens to extinction. This is the
“cost of selection” defined by Haldane,22 which limits the rate
of change imposed by natural selection. The greater this cost
the faster a sensitive gene will be eliminated and a resistant
gene will dominate, but also the greater the chances of the
entire population being eliminated.

In the last phase, phase V, small isolated populations of
organisms are likely to be selected by the main traits related to
their niche as pathogens and the interventions against them,
but are also more likely to be susceptible to the fixation or loss
of genes through genetic drift. Genetic or neutral drift is
where there are random shifts in the frequency of genes and
alterations to gene sequences that are selectively neutral (for
example, synonymous changes in bases which do not alter the
amino acids coded for) spread through populations.23

To illustrate the influence of phase of epidemic on STI evo-
lution, we use a mathematical model of two interacting
strains. The model is that used by Hethcote and Yorke24 to
study gonorrhoea epidemiology, with the additional complex-
ity derived from including two strains. We first explore the
ability of a genotype to invade a naive population (phase I)
and then to invade a population where infection is hyperen-
demic (phase II). We highlight the importance of both the
basic reproductive number—which determines the relative
success of strains in a naive population—and of causing new
infections rapidly, thus outcompeting rivals. We compare the
ability of organisms to coexist and compete when they are able
to exclude one another and when there is restricted cross
immunity. In the extreme case of no cross immunity, the two
strains are entirely independent and play no role in one
another’s evolutionary success. We then explore the changed
situation in phases III, IV, and V when interventions have been
included. In particular, we illustrate the relative merits of drug
resistance and asymptomatic infection as evolutionary
strategies.

METHODS
We introduce two versions of a two-strain deterministic model
of gonorrhoea in a heterosexual population divided into four
activity classes. Partnerships in this type of model occur
instantaneously. A small proportion of the population (2%) is
in the highest activity class, the majority (60%) is in the low-
est. For simplicity in balancing the supply and demand for
sexual partnerships, both sexes are assumed to have the same
distribution of activity. We vary the values of the transmission
probability per sex partnership, or the duration of infection for
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each strain, to represent different phenotypes. For example,
resistance to antimicrobial treatment would generate a longer
duration of infection compared with sensitive infections,
when treatment is used. For all infections we assume that
there is no acquired immunity, so recovery is to the suscepti-
ble class. In the case of dual infection, recovery may be from
either or both strains.

Both models allow the parameter values describing the
characteristics of strains to change during the course of the
simulation. This could be to add a new strain or to represent
the introduction of a treatment strategy. The impact of
treatment is modelled by assigning new values for the
duration of infections of the strains. The new values depend
on the assumed sensitivity of the particular strain to
treatment and whether the infection can be detected and
treated (for example, asymptomatic infections may go
untreated for a long period of time). The impact of these
changes can then be seen in the context of different phases of
the epidemic, depending when the switch is made.

The models are illustrated in fig 1 where the flow of people
between categories is shown. In the first model, model 1 (fig
1A) “superinfection” is possible and the host population falls
into four categories: susceptible; infected with strain A;

infected with strain B; and infected with both strains.
Infection with one strain may confer some immunity to infec-
tion against the other, the strength of this cross protection
varying from absolute (no superinfection) to negligible, where
the strains are independent. Different strains could vary in
their ability to inhibit rival strains—for example, by faster
growth in vivo—but in the following examples cross
protection is assumed to be symmetrical.

The second model, model 2, is a special case, with total cross
immunity, which includes the additional complexity of
asymptomatic and symptomatic infections being separately
represented and strains having an associated propensity to
generate symptoms (fig 1B). Asymptomatic infections are
widely assumed to be less transmissible than symptomatic
infections—for example, because of a lower intensity of infec-
tion or a lower replication rate. However, it may also be the
case that symptomatic infections are transmitted less often
owing to increases in treatment seeking behaviour, decreases
in sexual contacts, or increases in condom use. There is no
good quantitative evidence to indicate which of these factors is
most important, and the balance between the two conflicting
assumptions is likely to vary in different populations with dif-
fering access to education and healthcare. A term has been

Figure 1 Flow diagrams describing the categorisation of infections in two strain models of gonorrhoea: (A) model 1: a two strain model with
superinfection; (B) model 2: a two strain model incorporating asymptomatic and symptomatic infection.
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included in the model to allow the transmissibility of asymp-
tomatic infections to be modified (either increased or
decreased) relative to symptomatic infections, depending on
available empirical evidence, but we have not used this term in
the examples given here.

Model 2 has five categories: susceptible (X); asymptomatic
infections with strain A (Aa); symptomatic infections with
strain A (As); asymptomatic infections with strain B (Ba); and
symptomatic infections with strain B (Bs). The probability that
when an infection occurs it remains asymptomatic differs
between the strains (strain A: 80% asymptomatic and 20%
symptomatic; strain B: 40% asymptomatic and 60% sympto-
matic infections). Mathematical descriptions of the models
and the parameters used are given in the appendix.

RESULTS
We can use theory, as illustrated by model results, to predict
the result of competition between strains during the initial
spread and saturation of infection (phase I and II).

First, if there is cross protection the outcome of competition
between strains will be determined by their relative R0. The
strain with the higher R0 will dominate and drive other strains
to extinction. Recent studies of HIV, for example, suggest that
HIV-1 will eventually competitively exclude HIV-2.25 This gen-
eral rule of competitive exclusion with a higher R0 applies for
a deterministic large population approximation, when there is
total cross immunity. However, it is possible that despite a
lower basic reproductive number, a strain with a higher trans-
missibility (and by implication shorter duration of infectious-
ness) could spread first, only to eventually be overtaken by the
strain with a higher basic reproductive number associated
with a lower transmissibility but longer duration—which
could persist at an extremely low prevalence early in the epi-
demic. In smaller populations the first strain drives another
strain to extinction before the overall reproductive number is
made to count. If two strains have the same basic reproductive
number, which is likely if they are genetically very similar,
they will coexist. However, a strain introduced when another
is already endemic can only invade if it has a higher R0 than
the existing strain.

Figure 2 illustrates the importance of transmissibility (in
model 1), during the initial phase of the epidemic (total cross
immunity), with the course of epidemics illustrated in fig 2A,
and the equilibrium prevalences in fig 2B. Both strains have
the same R0 (to permit coexistence) but different transmission
parameters. The transmissibility of strain B is increased and,
in compensation, its duration of infection is decreased, while
parameters for strain A were held constant. When the strains
are identical in transmissibility and reproductive number they
cause the same numbers of cases. When B is less transmissible
the initial increase of strain B is slower and it ultimately
causes fewer cases. This is reversed as the transmissibility of B
exceeds that of A. The total number of infections is the same
in each case because the R0 of both strains is constant. High
transmissibility in the growth phase enables a strain to estab-
lish itself in the available ecological niche quickly and is a
selective advantage.

The results described above apply to mutually exclusive
strains, but it is quite possible that multiple strains coexist
within infections. We explore the simplest case of two strains
and call infection with more than one strain “superinfection”.
The evolutionary outcome of superinfection will depend upon
which organisms are transmitted to contacts and when recov-
ery occurs. Superinfection can occur in two ways—by serial
acquisition (that is, acquisition of one strain followed by the
separate acquisition of another strain), or by the concurrent
transmission of both strains from a superinfected individual.
Both are biologically feasible and may lead to different
outcomes in terms of competition between the two strains.
Serial transmission may present more difficulties for the

invading pathogen, as it not only has to overcome the host
defences but also has to establish itself in the face of competi-
tion from the resident strain. To transmit to a preinfected
individual, a strain may need to have a higher replication rate
or occupy a different ecological niche, which avoids direct
competition in the host. Alternatively, preinfection may actu-
ally aid further infections by altering the host environment to
be more hospitable to invading bacteria, for example by
changing the pH or causing inflammation. Different strains
might conceivably have differing success in male and female
hosts, which could allow both to persist. The order of serial
infection may be important, with a hierarchy of invasiveness
of different strains. However, in the current model we do not
pursue this level of complexity.

The time scale over which multiple infecting organisms
coexist is important. If a strain can outcompete a rival before
the next opportunity for transmission, then superinfections
will be less important in the overall prevalence of infections.
Instead there would be a hierarchy of replacement and direct
competition between strains, where ability to dislodge a rival
from a host would play a role in the success of competing
strains. Assuming that superinfection lasts long enough to be
transmitted directly to another individual, what actually hap-
pens within the next infected individual will be the result of
competition between the strains for resources.

Another important interaction, which gonococci in particu-
lar are capable of, is the exchange of genetic material, poten-
tially resulting in the evolution of novel strains in a short space
of time. N gonorrhoeae are competent for gene transfer or plas-
mid exchange all the time, so it seems highly likely that this is
an important mechanism for this organism. In these models,

Figure 2 The outcome of spread of two strains in the absence of
superinfection with the same basic reproductive number for each
strain but variation in the transmission coefficient of strain B. (A) The
time course of the epidemic as a whole and the epidemic of strain B.
The bars show the equilibrium prevalence of the two strains. (B) The
equilibrium percentage of strains that are B as a function of its
transmission probability. (βA = 0.5, σA = 2; βB =0.1,..,0.9, σB =
0.3,..,3.62).
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however, we have assumed that strains remain distinct during
superinfection.

Recovery from superinfection may be faster than from sin-
gle infections—for example, owing to a greater host immune
response or increased likelihood of symptoms and hence
treatment seeking behaviour. Alternatively, superinfections
may be more difficult for the host to clear, as in the case of
increased replication by the competing strains. Recovery from
superinfection may be to the susceptible class, for example if
effective treatment is obtained, or to single infection with
either strain, as when competition between strains removes
one strain, or if strains have different sensitivities to
antimicrobial treatment. The recovery rate from superinfec-
tion may be faster or slower than for single infections and may
be dependent on the recovery rates of the individual strains
present.

If cross immunity is relaxed and superinfection can occur,
various outcomes are possible, depending on the selective
pressures acting on the system and the characteristics of the
two competing strains.25 26 The equilibrium prevalence of the
two strains is explored in fig 3, where there is only a moderate
level of cross protection so that coexistence of strains in the
population will be frequent.

We explore three sets of possibilities. (1) Both strains are
transmitted concomitantly from a superinfection, and recov-
ery is from both strains simultaneously—for example, all
recovery is due to treatment and both strains are equally sus-
ceptible. In this case superinfection becomes the sole form of
infection despite cross protection unless it causes more rapid
recovery, giving an advantage to single strain infections. (2)
Both strains are transmitted together but recovery from
superinfection involves the removal of one strain before
recovery from the other strain becomes possible. For example,
this could be due to within-host competition, where one strain
rapidly drives the other to extinction and there is some kind of
hierarchy of invasiveness, or alternatively there is a differential
response to treatment. Here superinfection can increase the
average duration of infections, and the relative recovery rates

of single and dual infections determine their relative
frequency, with a longer duration of infection for a strain pro-
viding a greater advantage than a comparable higher
transmissibility. (3) Transmission from a superinfected host
always generates a single infection. This could be due to
stochastic effects or differences in transmissibility of the two
strains. Here superinfection is much less common.

Stronger cross protection decreases the overall prevalence of
infection (with no cross protection, no potential infections are
prevented). With no superinfection, an invading strain may
only invade if its R0 is higher than the existing strain. Superin-
fection relaxes the impact of phase of an epidemic on the out-
come of competition between strains, as the timing of a strain
entering the population no longer determines its relative suc-
cess. Additionally, a strain with a lower R0 may invade and
coexist with the more infectious strain. The relative propor-
tions are determined by the R0 of the two strains, and with
some cross protection the relative duration of infection is the
critical factor because long infections prevent proportionately
more infections with the opposite strain than short ones.

THE INTRODUCTION OF TREATMENT
The implementation of effective treatments or changes in host
behaviour imposes new selective pressures in the ongoing
competition between host and parasite. This may select for
novel traits, such as resistance, or for increases in the
likelihood of asymptomatic infection. The success of different
evolutionary strategies for the pathogen depends upon a
trade-off between the costs and benefits of the phenotypic
change. Possible evolutionary strategies are constrained by the
mechanisms available to the organism from within its own
gene pool or drawn from other organisms through recombina-
tion or the transfer of plasmids.27 Because of rapid replication
and various genetic mechanisms (for example, DNA transfer),
the evolution of bacteria can be extremely rapid. If competi-
tion between strains for hosts is intense, small advantages in
reproductive fitness can quickly translate to large changes in

Figure 3 The equilibrium prevalence of individual infections and coinfection with two strains in model 2 defined in the appendix, for a range
of assumptions about the biology of superinfection. Intermediate cross immunity φA=φB=0.5 throughout. Transmission: either βA=βB=0.5 or βA>βB

(βA=0.5, βB=0.2), and βC=βA or βC=βB. Recovery: either σA=σB=0.5 or σA>σB (σA=2, σB=0.788) (greater recovery rate implies shorter duration).
Transmission of both strains from superinfection: (γA=0), except last two columns (γA=0.5).
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frequency distributions of different strains.14 28 Frequent
population bottlenecks—as may occur during transmission to
a new host and with bacterial population expansion in a
host—provide fertile conditions for the rapid evolution and
distribution of new strains.

In phases III/IV of an epidemic, the implementation of con-
trols exerts a strong selective pressure on the bacterial
populations, resulting in the evolution of novel strains. Treat-
ment of symptomatic gonorrhoeal infections has led to the
evolution of resistant strains. For example, Neisseria gonorrhoea
strains resistant to penicillin were isolated 30 years after the
introduction of the drug.29 Following the introduction of other
antimicrobial compounds new resistant strains have ap-
peared, for example to tetracycline30 and fluoroquinolones.31

There has been general theoretical work modelling the evolu-
tion and spread of resistance in bacteria which has
concentrated on non-specific consumption of antibiotics and
nosocomial infections.32–34 Here we model the impact of treat-
ment on two competing strains.

Figure 4 illustrates the impact of treatment on two compet-
ing strains, with no superinfection. In fig 4A before treatment,
strains A and B both have the same parameters and so each
contributes 50% of total prevalence. Strain A is sensitive and
strain B resistant to treatment. When treatment is imple-
mented, the recovery rate of the susceptible strain A is greatly
increased, lowering its effective reproductive number. Strain B
rapidly outcompetes A and drives it to extinction. If treatment
reduces the reproductive number of A to less than 1 it will
become extinct, whether or not there is competition from
another strain. Even if the basic reproductive number (R0 ) has
not been reduced to less than 1, competition between strains
can drive the sensitive strain A from the population when
there is complete cross protection. Despite the reduction in
prevalence of the sensitive strain the total prevalence of gon-
orrhoea is eventually restored because the resistant strain is
released from competition.

The effect of resistant infection being introduced rather
than being common at the outset is illustrated in fig 4B. Again
the reproductive numbers of A and B are identical in the
absence of treatment but A is sensitive to treatment and B is
resistant. In the absence of treatment, strain B would not be
able to invade. Two alternatives are illustrated—first, when
treatment has no effect on B it invades and rapidly spreads,
replacing A and re-establishing prevalence; second, when
treatment has some effect on strain B (for example, with
retreatment after initial treatment failure). Here B is still able
to invade, but somewhat more slowly and with a lower final
prevalence because of a lower effective reproductive number.
Which alternative is most likely depends upon the mechanism
of resistance, the other costs it imposes, and the availability of
second line drugs.

Resistant strains are able rapidly to outcompete sensitive
strains when there is no superinfection owing to the
introduction of a significant difference in the effective
reproductive number. Without superinfection, two strains can
only coexist if they have the same R0. When superinfection is
permitted, the situation becomes more complicated and is
discussed in detail elsewhere.25 26 Competition between strains
is no longer absolute, and strains with different basic
reproductive numbers can coexist in a host population.

During phases III, IV, and V, in the presence of treatment
asymptomatic infections may play an extremely important
role in determining the success of a strain. We examine the
effect of different treatment strategies on competition
between strains with different asymptomatic and resistant
phenotypes using model 2.

In fig 5 both strains have the same basic reproductive
number before treatment and the same transmission/duration
parameters, but strain A generates a higher proportion of
asymptomatic infections (80:20, asymptomatic:symptomatic)
compared with B (40:60). For the purposes of this discussion,

we assume that the recovery rates—for a particular strain—of
both asymptomatic and symptomatic infections are the same
in the absence of treatment. The effect of treatment is
incorporated in the model by decreasing the duration of infec-
tion of those treated, according to whether the strain is
susceptible or resistant. Outcomes are shown two years after
treatment, when levels have largely stabilised—that is, in
phase IV of the epidemic, the endemic situation after controls
are introduced.

Column (a) shows the distribution of infections by strain
and by asymptomatic or symptomatic infection before
treatment. As expected, each strain accounts for 50% of the
total infections and infections are asymptomatic and sympto-
matic according to the ratios above. If symptomatic infections
are treated and both strains are sensitive to drug (column b)
there is a modest decrease in the overall prevalence. While
symptomatic infections decrease quite dramatically, preva-
lence is maintained by asymptomatic infections. The pro-
portion of prevalent infections that are asymptomatic
increases for strain A to 95%, and for strain B to 83%. Strain A
has a higher probability of causing asymptomatic infection
and consequently a greater proportion of those infected are

Figure 4 Impact of treatment on resistant and susceptible strains
during phases III and IV of an epidemic in the absence of
superinfection (that is, total cross immunity). (A) The resistant stain is
present when infection is introduced. Before treatment: R0A=R0B;
transmissibility (per contact) βA=βB =0.5; recovery (individuals per
year) σA=σB=2. After treatment: transmissibility βA=βB=0.5; recovery
σA=10, σB=2. (B) Resistant strain (strain B) introduced with one
infected individual of each sex at the same time as treatment. Before
treatment: R0A=R0B; transmissibility (per contact) βA=βB=0.5; recovery
(individuals per year) σA=σB=2. After treatment: transmissibility
βA=0.5, βB=0.5; recovery σA=10, σB1=2, σB2=4.
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untreated and the proportion of all infections caused by A
increases to over 90%.

The impact of the introduction of a screening programme,
or comparable strategy—for example contact tracing and
partner notification—which results in the treatment of both
asymptomatic and symptomatic infections is illustrated in
column (c). If treatment decreases the basic reproductive
number of strains A and B to less than 1, both will become
extinct. If, however, the basic reproductive number for each
strain remains above 1, both infections can persist, retaining
the same proportions of A to B and of asymptomatic to symp-
tomatic infections, but at a much lower overall prevalence.

A similar scenario is illustrated in column (d), where both
types of infection can be detected and treated, but strain A is
sensitive and B resistant. Competition between A and B will
quickly drive strain A to extinction because of the lower effec-
tive number. The recovery rate of the resistant strain B is still
increased owing to retreatment with second line options, so its
prevalence falls.

In column (e), as in column (b), symptomatic infections
alone are treated, and strain A is sensitive and B resistant, but
strain A is more likely to lead to asymptomatic infections. Both
strains persist for at least two years, but the propensity to
cause asymptomatic infections is a greater advantage than
resistance, illustrating the impact that failure to identify and
treat asymptomatic infections may have. Unless there is an
effective screening programme to identify asymptomatic
cases, surveillance data on the incidence of symptomatic gon-
orrhoea might show a dramatic decrease masking the contin-
ued high levels of asymptomatic infections. For columns (e)
and (b) the incidence of symptomatic infections of both
strains declines and eventually reaches a new equilibrium
point, when strain A outcompetes B. The time taken to reach
the new equilibrium is determined by the relative difference
between the R0 of A and B after treatment. For these particu-
lar parameters, strain A has a higher R0 than B after treatment
and will eventually dominate, but for different proportions of
asymptomatic infections for the strains or different responses
to treatment, strain B would dominate. If the benefit conferred
by resistance is equivalent to the benefit gained from avoiding
treatment owing to a higher proportion of asymptomatic
infections—that is, if the effective R0 values after treatment is
introduced are the same—both strains can coexist indefi-

nitely. If the R0 values are similar, then both strains may coex-
ist for many years before one or other dominates.

Empirical evidence of asymptomatic strains gaining a
selective advantage is scarce, probably because it has not been
sought. In the case of gonorrhoea, where asymptomatic infec-
tions are common, particular strains may be associated with
asymptomatic or very mild infection, for example the AHU
auxotype.35 In Washington, the prevalence of the AHU
auxotype has declined steadily from 52% between 1971 and
1074 to 0% in 1994 to 1996. This was believed to reflect
increased screening efforts, resulting in treatment of more
asymptomatic infections. More recently (1996 to 1997), the
CU auxotype, which is also associated with asymptomatic
infection, has increased in prevalence in this region, despite an
overall decline in gonorrhoea rates of 80%.36 The exact reasons
for the changes in subtype distribution of gonorrhoea are not
well understood. This CU auxotype is more likely than other
auxotypes to be misdiagnosed as non-gonococcal urethritis,
which may account for part of the increase. Other possible
explanations include decreased screening, decreased competi-
tion between strains, and genetic drift resulting from purely
stochastic events facilitated by the lower population size and
the random introduction and disappearance of subtypes.

DISCUSSION
The ecology and evolution of an infectious disease are
influenced by both the natural dynamics of epidemics and the
interventions used to control them. Using an extension of a
mathematical model to include two competing strains, with
the possibility of superinfection or asymptomatic infections,
we have explored the outcome of competition to illustrate
conditions leading to coexistence and the optimum pheno-
types of organisms according to the phase of epidemic. In the
early phases of an epidemic, where the majority of contacts are
with susceptible hosts, the simplest models of competition
suggest that transmissibility is a key attribute. If strains can
coexist within a host, the impact of transmissibility on the
success of competing strains is reduced and instead the dura-
tion of infection becomes paramount. Founder effects are also
important at this stage, as once a strain is established in the
population, only strains with a higher basic reproductive
number (R0) can invade.

Figure 5 The impact of treatment targeted at symptomatic infections or all infections after 2 years on the prevalence of strains with different
levels of resistance and propensities to cause asymptomatic infections. Column a, no treatment: transmissibility βA=βB=0.5; recovery σA=σB=2.
Column b, treatment of symptomatic infections: σA=σB=10. Column c, treatment of all infections: σA=σB=8. Column d, all infections treated:
recovery rates of treated infections σA=10, σB=4. Column e, symptomatic infections only treated: recovery rates of treated infections σA=10,
σB=4.
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The biological mechanisms allowing co-infection and its
clinical consequences are poorly specified. To generate testable
predictions from models including superinfection, assump-
tions need to be based on the biology of specific organisms. For
example, there is convincing evidence37 that mixed infections
of gonococci do occur and that two strains can be transmitted
simultaneously, depending on the relation between the course
of infection and sexual exposure. However, competition
between strains within the host is intense and it seems likely
that one of the strains—or a novel composite descendant,
resulting from gene exchange between different lineages—
will rapidly come to dominate in a particular host and be
transmitted onwards. It is likely that intense competition
between strains in high risk (core) individuals may be impor-
tant in driving the evolution of novel strains.

The impact of different treatment strategies on the
evolution of STIs like gonorrhoea may differ at different
phases of an epidemic. Early interventions, during the growth
phase, are likely to have more impact than those made once a
strain is endemic. The need for identifying and treating
asymptomatic infections is highlighted. Treatment of sympto-
matic infections only has a small effect on the total prevalence
of infections (depending on the proportion of asymptomatic
infections), but reduces the number of symptomatic infec-
tions. The increase in the proportion of infections that are
asymptomatic may result not from genetic changes in the
population of organisms, but simply as a product of the
asymptomatic infections not being curtailed in comparison
with symptomatic infections. A decrease and subsequent sta-
bilisation in the incidence of symptomatic cases is seen in the
model (data not shown) when only symptomatic infections
are treated; therefore, the observed decline and subsequent
levelling off of reported cases (for example, in the USA38) could
be in part explained by this effect. There will be a selective
advantage to organisms that are prone to cause asymptomatic
infections, which could well further increase the proportion of
infections without obvious symptoms. A major concern would
be that such infections still have serious long term sequelae. In
the example shown, strains causing a high proportion of
asymptomatic infections could compete well, even against
strains resistant to antimicrobial treatment. For all cases it is
clear that treatment will act as a strong selective force for
novel strains. Advantages in resisting or avoiding treatment
will result in the rapid spread of a strain through the popula-
tion and elimination of competitors.

In our simulations we assume extreme levels of competition
between strains, which in reality may not exist owing to het-
erogeneities in hosts or more subtle differences in the biologi-
cal properties of the strains and their ability to colonise differ-
ent hosts. The deterministic model assumes that partnerships
are instantaneous and there is no concurrency. Therefore two
features of real partnerships—that is, the duration of partner-
ship and concurrency—which have been shown to affect the
epidemiology of STIs39 40 are not captured in these models.
Models that include more detail and have been validated are
necessary to predict the outcome of treatment strategies and
inform decision makers.

Only through careful monitoring of the genotype of organ-
isms, the link between the genotype and the in vivo
phenotype, and the relation to epidemic phase will it be possi-
ble to gain a full understanding of STD evolution. Such an
understanding would underpin the construction of the
detailed and well validated models necessary to predict the
outcome of treatment strategies.
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APPENDIX
Model 1. Gonorrhoea: two strains, two sexes, and four activity classes
with the possibility of superinfection.

Subscripts refer to the sex and activity class. In the case of sex, k=0
for men, k=1 for women while k’ refers to the opposite sex to k, and
for activity l defines the class (from 1 to 4), according to average rate
of partner change per year, ckl. The superscripts A, B associated with
parameters identify the strain of the infection, and C a dual infection.
The subscripts stratify the state variables, which are as follows:

Xkl.– population of susceptible individuals of sex k and activity class l
Akl – population of hosts infected with strain A of sex k, activity class l
Bkl – population of hosts infected with strain B of sex k, activity class l
Ckl – population of hosts infected with strains A and B of sex k,

activity class l
Nkl– total population, sex k, activity class l
In order to simplify the equations we first define the force of infec-

tion (λ) for each strain (A and B) and for coinfection. The force of
infection is the product of the transmissibility of the strain (β), the
contact rate (c), and the proportion of the total population infected
with the strain, contacts with whom are determined by the mixing
matrix (ρklm). The force of infection is equivalent to the incidence rate
per susceptible individual.

Thus for an individual of sex k, activity class l, the forces of infection
for strains A or B, or coinfection C are:

The equations describing the model are as follows:

Parameter definitions used in models (for two general strains, A
and B) are shown in table 1.

Mixing matrix definition. ρklm is a mixing matrix, the elements
klm of which are the probability that an individual of sex k in activity
class l will form a partnership with a member of activity class m of the
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opposite sex. The value of ρklm depends on the pattern of mixing and
could vary from fully assortative, where partnerships only form
within the same activity group to random, where partnerships form
randomly between different activity class.

δij=1 when i=j and δij=0 when i≠j.
It is necessary that the number of partnerships formed by sex k

match those of the other sex. For the sake of simplicity in these mod-
els both sexes are divided into classes of identical size and activity lev-
els. While the models can include a range of mixing patterns between
activity classes (from fully assortative to random) for simplicity we
use a random pattern of mixing between different activity classes
throughout, i.e. (e=0).

Table 2 shows the contact rate parameters.

Model 2. Two strains, two sexes, four activity classes with asymp-
tomatic and symptomatic infection.

Formulae to accompany two-strain model incorporating asympto-
matic and symptomatic infections with no superinfection. Super-

scripts ‘a’ or ‘s’ denotes asymptomatic and symptomatically infected
populations, respectively; for example, Aa

kl is the population infected
with strain E who are asymptomatic. Capital superscripts indicate the
strain as before.

Again we can define the force of infection (λ), for strains A and B
and we assume no coinfection:

The equations describing the model are as follows:

Table 1 Parameters used in the models

Parameter Definition Default value Range of values used in the model

µ Entry rate. To maintain a constant population size, the entry
and exit rates are assumed to be equal.

0.02 per year n/a

βA
k, βB

k Transmission rate of strain A or strain B to sex k per contact 0.5 per contact 0<β<1
σA

k, σB
k Recovery rate from asymptomatic infection with A or B per

year (recovery rate = 1/duration)
σ = 2 per year without treatment,
increasing to 10 per year, with treatment

With treatment, recovery depends
on efficacy of treatment and the
average time taken to seek
treatment

σ = 2 per year—that is, average duration of 6 months
without treatment, decreasing to 10 per year (1.2 months
duration with treatment)

γA, γB Proportion of contacts with superinfected individuals, which
result in transmission of A or B only. (If γΑ + γΒ = 0, then all
contacts result in transmission of superinfection, if γΑ + γΒ =
1, then all contacts with coinfected individuals result in the
transmission of a single strain

γΑ = γΒ = 0.4 0 < γ >1

Therefore proportion of contacts which
result direct transmission of coinfection is:
1−(γΑ + γΒ) = 0.2

γΑ + γΒ <1

ωΑ, ωΒ Proportion of those recovering from superinfection who
remain infected with strain A or B. The extreme cases are
when either all recovery is from mixed infection to the
susceptible class (ωΑ = ωΒ = 0); or all recovery is from single
infections (ωΑ + ωΒ = 1)

ωΑ = ωΒ = 0.2 0 < ω >0.5

ωΑ + ωΒ <1

In the examples given in the text, 40% of recovery from
coinfection is from a single strain (equally split between the
two strains), and 60% is recovery to the susceptible class
directly, for example due to treatment

φA, φB Protective effect of infection with strain A, or strain B on
likelihood of transmission of different strains (total protective
effect, no coinfection (φΑ = φΒ = 0) to no protective effect (φΑ

= φΒ = 1)). An enhancing effect of transmission due to prior
infection could also be given by φΑ or φΒ >1

φA = φB = 0.5 0 < φ <1 for protective effect, or φ
>1 for enhancing effect

ρklm Mixing matrix, element klm is the probability that individual
of sex k in activity class l will form a partnership with a
member of activity class m of the opposite sex

See appendix n/a

ckl Contact rate of individual of sex k, activity class l (see
below)

See appendix n/a

e Pattern of mixing
(0 = fully assortative, 1 = random)

1 (random) 0 < e > 1

n/a, not available.

Table 2 Contact rate parameters

Activity class
Rate of partner
change (per year)

Proportion of
population in class

1 40 0.02
2 10 0.08
3 2 0.3
4 0.5 0.6
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Additional parameters for an asymptomatic model are given in
table 3.

The models were solved numerically using a standard fourth order
Runge–Kutta method.
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